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NARRATIVE MODE 
Selected Quotes From Secondary Sources 

 

1. STRUCTURE: Not logical and linear narrative. Scenes work independently. Not obviously 

related, though linked (renga-esque; musical).   

 

“The mode of fiction exemplified by Snow Country in particular has been termed the “Tale of 

Genji mode” by Japanese critics, for the pleasure of reading Lady Murasaki‟s eleventh-century 

Tale of Genji has been likened to that of viewing a traditional picture scroll, whose individual 

scene are independently attractive and yet are parts of a unified whole.” 

--Araki, “Kawabata and His Snow Country.” 343 

 

Chijimi scene: “This vignette contributes nothing to the dramatic value of the narrative; and yet 

it is attractive, like a purely lyrical scene that might emerge unexpectedly amidst as series of 

tragic scenes in a picture scroll depicting a tale of war. . . . This scene also exemplifies 

Kawabata‟s use of the technique of the medieval renga, in which verses created independently 

were linked together through images rather than syntactic or contextual logic.” 

--Araki, “Kawabata and His Snow Country.” 344 

 

“the essentially temporal nature of Kawabata‟s art. Instead of spatially schematizing the 

continuity, planning a unique shape like a sculpture, Kawabata just lets his language flow in 

time, lets it weave its own strands, almost come what may. The „shape‟ of the novel is thus not 

architectural or sculptural, with a totality subsuming the parts, but musical in the sense of 

continual movement generated by surprise and juxtaposition, intensification and relaxation, 

and the use of various rhythms and tempos. The renga form is often mentioned in connection 

with Kawabata and for good reason. . . .” 

--Miyoshi, Accomplices of Silence, 104 

 

“What I would call Kawabata‟s nominal imagination is apparent even in his earliest work. The 

objects here are not organized syntactically. He does not relate them, with verbs and 

conjugations, into a sentence, a proposition, but just leaves them as he finds them. Exactly in the 

same way, The Sound of the Mountain reaches out and gathers objects into a narrative, but 

refuses to hook them into a chain of cause and effect, a plot. They are assembled and 

unconnected. What emerges, then, is not an argument – which any construction of plot (the 

whole cause-effect complex) implies – but a perception of the world and an acceptance of it 

as perceived, one thing at a time.” 

--Miyoshi, Accomplices of Silence, 119-120 

 

“What is so convincing to me about Kawabata‟s art is the vibrant silence about it; the delicate 

strength in the leap of images, and finally, in his refusal to connect things into an easy 

meaning, his embrace of the shambled world. The lack of „structure,‟ often mentioned as though 

it were a blight on his work, is Kawabata‟s way of adjusting the novel to the flow of time so that 

art can survive and teach men and women to survive.” 

--Miyoshi, Accomplices of Silence, 120 
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“Kawabata preferred to use an associational technique that was distinctly Japanese. . . . The 

difference between the Western stream of consciousness and Japanese associational structure is 

[that] the former reflected the loss of a coherent world-view in the modern age, whereas the latter 

did not.” 

--Ueda, Modern Japanese Writers, 208 

 

“Here, then, is a second possible explanation for the apparent lack of structure in a Kawabata 

novel: following the Japanese literary tradition, he wanted to be natural, to be free of artifice, 

in devising a plot. His novels were relatively formless, as life is formless. Some of them have 

no real ending, since life flows on forever.” 

--Ueda, Modern Japanese Writers, 208 

 

“Finally, the lack of plot in a Kawabata novel is probably connected with his interest in 

children‟s composition. . . . A child‟s associations are carefree, unpredictable, and 

unrestrained.” 

--Ueda, Modern Japanese Writers, 209 

 

“It is a novel in which action is rendered in natural images and symbolic clues rather than in 

straightforward account. He displays the precision of the senses, juxtaposed with suggestion that 

is characteristic of haiku form. Kawabata‟s style combines two critical aspects of haiku poetry: 

motion and silence.” 

--Childs, “Japanese Perception of Nature,” 2 

 

 

2. NATURE: Wider World of Nature Interrupts Narrative Flow 

 

insects in Snow Country: “they are there not so much to interpret and comment on the hero‟s 

action as to break the line of the story, or drop a hint that no matter what the characters may be 

up to, the world around them is always present but uninvolved, insensible, and not really 

attended to often enough. He reminds us to stop and look. The kind of resigned sadness of 

loneliness one always feels in Kawabata‟s novels comes, it seems to me, from this acceptance of 

man‟s helplessness before such a comprehensive flow of things in time. It is not all sadness, 

of course, because Kawabata finds quiet pleasure in this acceptance.” 

--Miyoshi, Accomplices of Silence, 109-110 

 

(moths, Russian woman) “The kaleidoscopic succession of images . . . effectively suspends the 

narrative progress and forces us to pay attention to those large margins in the canvas of life.” 

--Miyoshi, Accomplices of Silence, 111 

 

“Kawabata‟s achievement . . . lies in just this, his keen awareness of the objects around men 

that exist in themselves as solidly as people do. Objects, in the world and in the world of the 

novel, are somehow or other related to people, but Kawabata seldom makes the connection 

between them explicit for us. With each of his brief paragraphs self-contained in this way . . . . 

these objects tend to stand autonomous.” 

--Miyoshi, Accomplices of Silence, 119 
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3. NATURE: Evocation of Atmosphere and Ethereal Beauty  

 

“Kawabata‟s ability to evoke a natural scene represents one of his strongest talents as a writer. 

Whatever the larger purposes of his descriptions, his sensibilities (like those of the great haiku 

writers) are invariably particular, sharp, and precise.” 

--Rimer, Modern Japanese Fiction and Its Traditions. 166 

 

“A few brief sentences . . . suffice to create an atmosphere for the whole environment of the 

novel. Precision creates suggestiveness, as in a good haiku.” 

--Rimer, Modern Japanese Fiction and Its Traditions. 167 

 

“As a novel Snow Country has neither a well-knit plot nor skillful characterizations. Yet, thanks 

to Shimamura‟s presence, each of the episodes mirrors a moment of rare beauty in life, and that 

fact in turn provides a unifying principle for the entire novel. Snow Country is itself a large 

mirror reflecting a series of fleeting landscapes, with a beautiful light glowing in it from time 

to time.” 

--Ueda, “The Virgin, the Wife, and the Nun,” 74 

 

“He was like Shimamura in Snow Country: he selected only those events and personal 

characteristics capable of exemplifying the kind of ethereal beauty that never ceased to 

fascinate him.” 

--Ueda, Modern Japanese Writers, 185 

 

“Description would encroach on the readers‟ imagination, and Kawabata did not like that. Since 

he saw beauty as subjective, he would rather invite the reader to fantasize. . . .”  

--Ueda, Modern Japanese Writers, 211 

 

lips as leech: “Here, as elsewhere, he demonstrates his remarkable capacity to isolate specific 

elements of beauty – in this instance, texture.” 

--Araki, “Kawabata and His Snow Country.” 337 

 

“the reader becomes a view of Donald W. Meinig‟s „landscape as environment,‟ that is 

„engaging all of our senses, the sounds and smells and ineffable feel of a place.‟” 

--Childs, “Japanese Perception of Nature,” 2-3 

 

 

4. INNERMOST LAYER OF MIND: Poetic Evocation of Emotional Tone and Complex 

State of Mind 

 

Insects: “Such visual images, not merely decorative or descriptive of the setting, function as 

symbols for the cumulative meaning and tone of classical and medieval poems in which the 

same images are associated metaphorically with a variety of emotions – most often, loneliness, 

sorrow, or a pleasurable sense of the melancholy.” 

--Araki, “Kawabata and His Snow Country.” 339 
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“The vision of the distraught Komako rushing to embrace the body of Yoko, burned in the fire, 

has all the power, and all the intensity, of a powerful nō drama. And, as in the nō, such a final 

moment of intensity serves to show the innermost layer of emotion that makes up the 

character of the personage portrayed, a summation of the dramatic purposes of the whole. And, 

like the nō, Kawabata‟s structure serves to emphasize the deepest roots of personality in the 

central character rather than to increase tensions between characters in the narrative: the tension 

remains internal.” 

--Rimer, Modern Japanese Fiction and Its Traditions. 174 

 

Final scenes: “The technique of literary expressionism: by transcending spatial and temporal 

logic in order to objectify inner experience, Kawabata seems to have successfully described an 

otherwise inexpressibly complex state of mind.” 

--Araki, “Kawabata and His Snow Country.” 348 

 

 


